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A.

During the nineteenth century, German Jewry became a source and focus
of far-reaching religious and social changes which left their mark on the
entire Jewish community. This country was the cradle of those move-
ments which effected a change in the direction of Jewish life: the enlight-
enment of the Haskalah, the struggle for emancipation, the movement for
religious reformation, Conservative Judaism, modern Jewish education,
and to a certain extent, the beginnings of the modern nationalist move-
ment. In the course of time, these movements became more widespread in
the Jewish world, and it seemed that "from out of Berlin came forth the
Torah, and the word of the Lord from Germany."

Orthodox Jewry, which was loyal to the observance of mitzvot and a
traditional life-style from generation to generation, was pushed into a
corner and forced to defend itself. By the mid-nineteenth century, the
majority of German Jewry still maintained the observance of mitzvot and
the values of religious tradition. Nevertheless, the yeshivot were closing
one by one; and the "prophecy" of David Friedland of 17991 that in
twenty years there would not remain even one yeshiva in Germany

seemed close to fulfillment. Religious Jewry was forced to fight for its
very existence and future. Its leaders were perceptive enough to realize
early on that the most significant battle of this war would be fought in the
field of education, and that only success in this area would secure the
future and mold the character of future generations.

The renaissance of Orthodox Jewry and the assurance of its con-
tinued existence can undoubtedly be credited to three rabbi-leaders who
arose during the mid-nineteenth century and pioneered and taught a new
way. They were Rabbis Samson Raphael Hirsch, Ezriel Hildesheimer, and
Isaac David Halevi Bamberger. Each one worked in his own way and
according to his own method; each one fostered many students who
deepened the theoretical bases and continued the educational program.
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Through their broadly influential historic efforts, the three leaders height-
ened the esteem of Torah and breathed a new spirit into the Orthodox
community. A spirit of dejection and despair was replaced by a new era of
recovery and rejuvenation.

The three perceived the changes in the traditional negative attitude
tow~rd secular studies as a realistic necessity. These changes were essen-
tial for Orthodox Jewry to insure its continued existence and to find its
place in modern society, which now demanded general education, appro-
priate skills and relevant training. But the three leaders differed in their
character, in their manner, and in their method, as evidenced by the title
given them by their contemporaries: Bamberger-the Rav; Hirsch-the
Rabbiner; and Hildesheimer-the Rebbe. The method of Torah im Derekh

Eretz is actually the teaching only of the latter two; Bamberger opposed it
vehemently. He attempted to make do with a minimum of secular studies
as the lesser of two evils.2 We will therefore not deal with him within this
framework, but just note that he himself acquired only limited general
education, and that he only seldom wrote in German, and then for the
most part in Hebrew letters. His great accomplishment in the field of
education was the establishment of an Orthodox teachers' seminary in
Wurzburg, which, in fact, trained generations of teachers and even served
as a model for similar institutions. Bamberger placed the study of Torah at
the center of education and instruction, and the general studies were

added only to the extent mandated by the high school curriculum to
satisfy the government requirements for accreditation as a seminary. Even
in Judaic studies, he opposed any scientific or scholarly addition, and
therefore became an opponent of the Berlin Seminary.3 From a historical
point of view, it is noteworthy that Torah im Derekh Eretz as an educa-
tional method appears for the first time in N. H. Weisel's Divre Shalom
veEmet.4 It would appear that this was a conceptual innovation of the
Enlightenment; actually, Weisel's educational method was not an original
creation, but the result of external influences and the desire to imitate the
outside world. Weisel presented his program as a result of his opposition
to traditional education, while stealthily integrating himself into gentile
society. Therefore, Derekh Eretz took precedence over Torah. The two
components were not equal to him in their value, even though he with-
drew under the pressure of opposition. Weisel's proposals stirred up a
storm within religious circles, although after a generation or two they
were willing to accept them as a basis of education, provided that they
accompany an education of mitzva observance and the maintenance of a
traditional life-style.

It should be noted that Rabbi Shmuel Landa, son of the Noda
biYehudah, was the first one to use the combination of Torah im Derekh
Eretz as characterizing an educational method. He emphasized the need
for general studies alongside religious studies as the lesser of two evils,
given the circumstances of the times:
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Anyone who cannot read or write German wil not be considered for and cannot
succeed at any profession, and the responsibility is placed on each man to teach his
son the language and manner of the country in which he lives. And fathers should
see to it that their sons succeed in Torah and derekh eretz, and the boy wil grasp the
one while not relinquishing the other. And when he reaches the age of thirteen, "the
child wil be known by his deed." If it seems that it is worth pursuing his education,
then they wil discern what he wants and what he chooses, whether to pursue

secular studies or to learn Talmud in order to become a teacher; and if it does not
seem likely that he wil succeed at learning, he should be directed to study a craft or
business, each one according to his own way.s

This was an ex post facto compromise, following the changing

circumstances of the times, but this approach differed totally from the
method of Torah im Derekh Eretz as it developed in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The starting point of Hirsch and Hildesheimer are
quite similar. Both of them were distinguished students of Rabbi Jacob
Atlinger and Hakham Isaac Bernays. Both of them studied at universities.
But while Hirsch left after a period of time, Rabbi Ezriel Hildesheimer
(hereafter REH) was one of the first Orthodox rabbis-if not the first-to
graduate from his academic studies with the title "Doctor." There even
exists a similarity in their initial communal activities: Both of them
attempted to implement their method in the bordering communities of
ultra-Orthodox Hungary-Rabbi S. R. Hirsch (hereafter RSRH) in
Nicholsburg (1847-1851) and REH in Eisenstadt (1851-1869). Both
encountered vigorous opposition to the programs and innovations that
they attempted to conduct; in fact they suffered failure and were forced to
leave, and only in Germany did they meet with success. Both of them
fought forcefully against Reform, but also distanced themselves from
extremism which rejects all general education. Through their work in
Germany, they actually rescued Torah-true Judaism, which stood at the
threshold of destruction-a task which seemed impossible at that time.
Both stood at the head of different Orthodox communities, although they
differed extensively about the separation and segregation of Orthodox
Jewry. Both established magnificent innovative educational institutions
and accorded great importance to the education of girls. And both were
great educators with great educational powers whose influence enlight-
ened future generations.6

B.

Despite the common aspects, however, there exists a great disparity
between them in their outlook and their method of operation. They
differed in their attitudes toward the Jewish sense of communality and
solidarity, on questions involving the settlement and changing face of
Eretz Yisrael, on the struggle within Germany over communal problems,
and mostly on the perception of the concept Torah im Derekh Eretz and its
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practical significance.7 While Hirsch strove for a complete blending of
and organic integration of Torah study and secular studies, REH
attempted to combine the two areas as parallel and indispensable, but
while recognizing that they are two separate categories which cannot be
combined. (Perhaps one can compare Hirsch's approach to a chemical
compound and REH's approach to a physical mixture,s

The first formulation of RSRH's education opinion is found in his
essay "Torat HaKanaim" (Amsterdam 5606), one of the few essays he
published in Hebrew, and which was written in response to the Reform
Rabbis Convention in Braunzweig. "Therefore shall we once again build
dwellings for the Torah and knowledge together." His intention was to
"true knowledge which loves Torah and is its helpmeet," and to "educa-
tional institutions for teachers who wil instruct Jews in Torah and derekh
eretz, which, by acquiring both as one, will cure all our affictions." This
formulation was the continuation of his demand to build schools, as was
developed in Iggerot Tzafon, which he had published anonymously sev-
eral years earlier. 9 The synthesis between religious and secular studies
does not, according to him, constitute a compromise. It is an integral part
of his weltanschauung, which takes into account the new reality of his
generation and sees the two areas as complementary elements, and not as
equal values existing side by side. True, they are not equal in importance,
for the Torah is eternal and immutable while" derekh eretz" is constantly
changing.io Perhaps the two elements merge until they become indis-
tinguishable, yielding an "Israel Mensch," a complete merger of Torah
and derekh eretz. The goal is the education of the Jew and education of the
Citizen-person, a desire to fully integrate into the surroundings and

remain faithful to the German homeland. One must prepare the youth for
a life of participation in the alien society while maintaining his religious
distinctiveness.

One must bear in mind, however, what is paramount and what is
subsidiary: Torah and Judaism are central, and secular knowledge is of
secondary importance. All subjects must be imbued with a clear religious
spirit and must be used as a means of achieving a religious weltanschau-
ung. The Torah is the source of divine revelation, but divine providence is
manifest, in nature and history as well, and these studies are therefore not
solely for the sake of enlightenment, but derive from this particular
weltanschauung.11 The Torah serves as the standard in determining the
extent of the merging of the two domains, and it becomes tangible in the
life of a person who believes in doing mitzvot, which is more valuable
than faith and meditation.12

Derekh Eretz has a broad connotation, referring both to a person's
preparation for social and civic activity as well as scientific preparation
for the battle on behalf of authentic Jewish culture. An Orthodox Jew
cannot waiver from this approach if he wished to come through with
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dignity in life's battles in the modern era. One cannot isolate himself
within the confines of a spiritual ghetto, as expressed by his grandson,
Dr. Isaac Breuer: "We cannot be satisfied with teaching our children to
observe Torah and mitzvot within the home and family, within a con-
trolled society of life-minded members. We must strive that in a secular
environment, too, they wil remain faithful to the education that they
received at home, that they will stand firm in the face of a foreign lifestyle
which draws the young to it."

RSRH's approach is a religious-humanistic one, influenced by Ger-
man thought of that generation, with its emphasis on human spiritual
accomplishments, as was expressed in his famous address on the lOath
anniversary of the birth of the German poet Schiller. In this address,
Hirsch emphasized that the poet's belief in the brotherhood of humanity,
human freedom and just government derives from a purely religious
weltanschauung, a belief that is close to his heart. The conclusion is the
establishment of new educational institutions for the realization of his
theories, schools "from A to Z," for boys as well as girls. A prototypic
comprehensive school of great educational strength was founded in
Frankfurt, a secondary school with preparatory classes, in which a full
combination of Judaic and secular studies was conducted as a necessary
condition for the success of the complete religious education. It should be
noted that the number or hours devoted to secular studies exceeded that of
religious studies-this, in order to mollify the government-and as a
result of this the religious studies were limited.13

REH chose an entirely different route.14 Despite the philosophical,
humanistic direction in which he guided Hirsch, he took a practical,
pragmatic position. He was not by nature an abstract thinker and did not
attempt to develop a general philosophy of life, but rather attempted to
solve contemporary problems in the light of halakha. His motto was: "In
all thy ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct thy paths," (Proverbs
3: 6); his intention was that one must recognize in everything the great-
ness of the Creator and the truth of His Torah. The secular sciences, too,
are a great aid in this, but, as has been said, his method is one of
combination and not one of synthesis. Derekh Eretz is a necessary addi-
tion to a deeper understanding of Torah. One must remember, however,
what is primary and what is secondary. "Talmud Torah together with

derekh eretz is a weapon in the arsenal in the obligatory war on behalf of
Torah and the careful observance of its commandments." 15

REH attempted to restore the moral ideal of the "talmid hakham."
He valued the yeshiva as the focus of Judaism, and demanded the study of
Torah she-be 'al peh and the revitalization of Torah centers in order to

overcome the breakdown of Jewish society.16 But the yeshivot could not
be restored in the traditional forms, because it was necessary to prepare
teachers and spiritual leaders who would be able to wrestle with contem-
porary problems. They therefore would need a broad secular education as
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well, so that they could take an active part in the communal struggles and
would be able to make determinations in questions of modern life and
would bear the responsibility for the education of the next generation and
the molding of communal life. REH established a yeshiva in Eisenstadt in
which secular subjects were widely studied; this was the first yeshiva
which was conducted in this way, and the prototype of all yeshiva high
schools. It was an unprecedented phenomenon to see a rosh yeshiva
himself teaching Talmud and mathematics, Torah with mefarshim, as well
as Latin and German literature. His intention was not to establish a
customary yeshiva, but an institute for rabbinic training, as the secular
name of the institute attests. He saw in this the mission of the genera-
tion.17 This method aroused strong opposition among Hungarian Jewry,
but REH remained steadfast in his opinion and did not change at all in the
face of the harsh criticism; "I cannot change even one bit from my divine
obligation for which I am destined to be held accountable; I must continue
to do as I have done until now, and I am fully convinced that in the
fullness of time no way is possible other than by means of a seminary in
accordance with my intention." 18

In Berlin, there was no desire for an integration of Judaic studies and
the secular enlightenment. The seminary's students studied in two sepa-
rate institutions-in the rabbinic bet midrash and in the university, with

the object of training rabbis who were both talmide hakhamim and holders
of academic degrees. The bet midrash was devoted solely to Torah, and,
in time, the greatest Torah scholars taught there, from Rabbi D. Z.
Hoffman, (author of Melamed leH 0' if) to Rabbi Y. Y. Weinberg (author of
Seride Esh). True, various religious studies were taught in a scientific in-
depth method, a practice which aroused suspicion and reservation on the
part of Hirsch and his followers; but REH saw the realistic necessity of
this method. The secular studies were held in a different institution. For
students who did not complete their secular secondary studies, prepara-
tory courses were added within the walls of the Seminary. REH's objec-
tive was to train outstanding talmide hakhamim to be armed with the tools
of knowledge and research, "citizens in the republic of scholars," who
would be cognizant of their social, educational mission and would be
capable of leading the struggle of the coming generation for the future of
traditional Judaism.19

c.

The great disparity in the approaches of these two personalities is even
more apparent in the communal and educational context.

RSRH was an intellectual who established a weltanschauung based
on his philosophy. REH made no attempt to define an ideological method
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and expressed his views primarily through his communal and educational
work. REH was an unflinching supporter of Jewish unity and solidarity
among the different factions of the people in their common communal
struggles and rescue activity. RSRH, on the other hand, rejected any
cooperative effort with the non-observant. Hildesheimer attempted to

influence education within Eretz Yisrael and fought against unequal

division and sided with productivity. He, therefore, became enmeshed in
various confrontations with the leaders of the more extreme factions,
while Hirsch accepted their opinions, avoided becoming involved in the
happenings in Eretz Yisrael, and directed his educational program to
Germany and Western Europe exclusively. 

20

REH attempted to prepare the spiritual leadership of the future and
therefore saw the Seminary as the focus of his educational endeavor, and
further demanded the maintenance of the yeshivot for the strengthening of
Torah study. Hirsch saw before him the great multitude who required

guidance in establishing their weltanschauung and support in their
observance of Judaism in the contemporary society and therefore empha-
sized the establishment of elementary and high schools. REH was con-
cerned with the training of an intellectual Torah elite, a new type of rabbi,
and concentrated all his educational efforts in this direction, while Hirsch
was concerned with the reinforcement of the broader level of society, the
perpetuators of Orthodox Judaism. In REH's bet midrash, the learning of
Torah was the primary concern, while RSRH's schools had a gradual
reduction of Judaic studies. The students sat in class bare-headed and
wore kippot only for their Torah studies; this practice was not the result of
outside pressure.21

RSRH was, in addition, a prominent author and sharp polemicist. His
rich literary legacy, crowned by his commentary on the Torah, Psalms and
other books, which were all written in German, was bound to establish a
world view for the reader. These works became an educational factor of
uppermost importance in the preparation of the younger generation of
believers for the battles of life, through their absolute and even dogmatic
stance on the observance of mitzvot. Generations were and are being
educated by his writings, and their influence continues to be illuminating
even to the present. By contrast, his responsa and writings in Hebrew are
few.

REH was an Ish haHalakha: he was called a "walking Shulhan
Arukh. " The bulk of his literary legacy are halakhic responsa and novellae
pertaining to Torah she-be'al peh, many of which have been published in
recent years. The two regarded each other with mutual respect and
esteem, but the yeshiva in Eisenstadt was never mentioned in Yeshurun,
RSRH's periodical, whereas the Seminary, as has been noted, became the
butt of strong criticism.22 Even in their attitude toward establishing

separate congregations, they did not see eye to eye. While RSRH consis-
tently and strongly desired this from the start, REH did not see the
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division as ideal, but agreed to it as an ex post facto compromise. We can
conclude that the two of them sought the same educational ideal, but
through different approaches and methods. They disagreed on the ques-
tion as to which path would guarantee the future of traditional Judaism.
The education of the average layman and family, or the training of the
rabbi-leader; the education of the new generation as a whole, or the
cultivation of a spiritual elite? Perhaps the two approaches represent the
two sides of one coin, and we can apply the words of Kohelet to them:

il'X ini' lJ'X '::-O?:: nx KYl.' O'P?X x,, ':: TP mn ?X ilm cii il:: Tnxn 'LLX :im
('i ,K" in'" '1 n?ilp) .o':im inx:: Oil'Jll oxi il ix ilil , 'll::'

D.

The schools established by RSR Hirsch and his followers developed an
exemplary educational system and greatly influenced other countries as
welL. The Orthodox school inherited the place of the heder in the Western
world, and in many instances, even the place of the yeshiva. The intention
was the development of integrated education in a comprehensive school at
all levels. The school inculcated religious lifestyle with Jewish family life
at its center, and with this, the preparation for integration into modern
society and a life of citizenship in his country. This was an unusual
educational accomplishment. What, however, was the level of Torah
studies? The general studies took precedence over Torah. And what would
become of Torah study? It should be noted that when Rabbi Shlomo
Breuer, who was RSRH's son-in-law and spiritual heir, reached Frankfurt
and attempted to open a yeshiva, it was a diffcult task for him to convince
the communal leaders that there in fact was a need for an institution such
as this. In the early years of its existence, its only students were young
men who came from Hungary, and it was only after ten years that they
were joined by the local residents. By contrast, the rabbinic bet midrash
cultivated generations of rabbis who became communal leaders and made
an enormous contribution to the molding of a Torah life and to the
elevation of the rabbi's position as spiritual leader. The bet midrash also
produced a long line of prominent educators who played a central role in
the religious educational system in Israel and throughout the world. At the
time of REH's death, ninety-two rabbis to whom he had given semikha
came to his funeral-despite the fact that he was very cautious in the
bestowal of semikha.23

Finally, we must ask ourselves: Should the method of Torah im
Derekh Eretz as developed by RSRH be viewed as a temporary provision
exclusively, and useful as an educational method only in the particular
historical circumstances of his time, specifically in the gola of Western
Europe? Or should we see the system of mamlakhti-dati education in
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Israel as its heir.24 Is it possible to copy this method according to its
theoretical foundations, or does the situation in Israel require substantial
revision in theory and practice?

Attempts in Israel at establishing rabbinic bate midrash modeled on
the Berlin Seminary also did not come to fruition, and it is well known
that the vehement opposition of Rabbi Hayyim Ozer Grozenski, z.t.l., was
the determining factor.25 The principal argument was that Germany in its
disintegration cannot be compared to Israel in its state of revival and
rebuilding, and we must not try to imitate in Israel educational methods
that are appropriate for the gola. There is no doubt, however, that during
the 30's and early 40's, the continued existence of Orthodox Judaism in
Israel was threatened, and the problem of educating the religious youth
became increasingly severe. The educational solution lay in the establish-
ment of yeshiva high schools, to be followed by the yeshivot hesder.
Despite the great contrast, these institutions also foster the realization of
halakha le-ma' aseh through a system which is fundamentally Torah im
Derekh Eretz, a system which has raised generations of kippot serugot,
with their deep religious sense, their steadfastness of outlook, and obser-
vance of Torah and mitzvot.

These youth, through their deeds and actions, are a living testimony
to the practical significance of the philosophy of Torah im Derekh Eretz.
They are not isolated in their limited boundaries, but rather serve as the
paradigm of loyal citizenry and kiddush Hashem berabbim, a source of
pride to their religion and country.

It would seem that the method of Torah im Derekh Eretz, as practiced
in Germany, was a temporary measure of the gola, exclusively. There is
no doubt, however, that it served as a source of inspiration and guidance
for the education of religious youth in Israel and throughout the world. In
this, its validity and legacy have endured.
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